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Abstract 

Based on the User and Broadcaster Requirements and the first plans on pilot productions an assessment 
framework has been defined and described in this document.  

This update elaborates on the envisaged methodology and presents a draft questionnaire for the first 
assessment phase in May/June 2019. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This document gives an overview of the research questions to be tackled with the Hyper360 Audience 
Assessment and the methodology how to find answers to these questions 

As the Audience Assessment efforts focus on user acceptance and market relevance the research questions 

and methodology will be qualitative. Test users will get the chance to use the interactive appli cations and 

comment on the experience first by speaking their thoughts and expectations (“Thinking Aloud -Method”). 

Each hands-on experience will be followed by a questionnaire, and this will be repeated for a number of 
interactive hands-on experiences. 

Two major lab tests in May-June 2019 and August-September 2020 will be the basis for the core research. 

These will be supported by shorter tests focusing on the user experience and market relevance that can be 

done during public events like consumer fairs or media events organised by Mediaset’s and rbb’s content 
departments. 
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1 MOTIVATION 

The H2020 project Hyper360 set out to deliver innovative 360 video experiences. Beyond the known issues 

connected with VR and 360 experiences, especially when using goggles, innovative concepts always bear 

the risk that the target users may not like the new features and concepts. In this respect audience 

assessment is a crucial input to both product development and marketing or product communication. In 

order to provide such input, the Hyper360 project results are going to be assessed in two phases and the 

respective results will be communicated into the iterative development cycle. These two phases follow the 

project schedule in a spiral-cyclic scheme of development – technical validation – pilot – audience 
assessment. 

The first assessment phase (May/June 2019) will focus on parameters related to user acceptance, while the 

audience assessment at the end of the second pilot phase (August/September 2020) will produce a report 

assessing the business viability in terms of audience reception and results that will be utilized by the 
upcoming exploitation actions.  

Both assessment phases will only focus on end user (consumer) satisfaction and usability of interfaces 

visible for them, while all tools - backend to frontend – will, of course, undergo technical validation, 
including feedback of suitability and usefulness of tools for professionals. 

In addition to these two cycles and the resulting two assessment phases, the  content partners RBB and RTI 

will use any further option to collect feedback, e.g. during trade fairs (IFA, IBC, MWS, CtP, etc.) or other 

dissemination events, and will report any relevant feedback to the developing partners and include it in the 
Assessment deliverables D7.4 and D7.5. 

2 METHODOLOGY 

As we expect and desire mainly feedback on user satisfaction and, based on this, market potential of 

certain features, user experiences and content services, the main focus in audience assessment will be on 

qualitative evaluation. For public pilots we will also track and evaluate quantitative figures on user 

behaviour, primarily the number of visits and visitors per service, but especially for the improvement of the 

Hyper360 toolset (Phase 1) and its market potential (Phase 2), gathering and evaluating qualitative 
feedback will be the main objective of the audience assessment phases in this project.  

Based on recent and established insights from the literature (see 2.3 Relevant Literature) on how to 

conduct scientifically rigorous user experience evaluations, the user partners RBB and RTI will conduct tests 

with selected consumers under focus group and/or laboratory conditions: a small set of users (10-15 per 
test) of the relevant target groups will be invited to the user partners’ offices.  

Here they will receive a brief introduction on what they are expected to do and how, before they will have 
time to actually use the applications and services created with the Hyper360 Toolset.  

Depending on the research topics, feedback will be gathered from their remarks during the test (“Talking 

aloud-Protocol”) or through a questionnaire which they will be asked to fill in at the end of the test. The 

results from these will later be evaluated by the project team and the exact methods, questionnaires, 

consent forms and all other relevant information will be documented in the Audience Assessment Reports 

(D7.4 and D7.5). 
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The project’s Data Protection Officer also acts as Pilot Coordinator. He will ensure that all data stored in 

written or media records will be anonymised, original recordings will be deleted as soon as they have been 

evaluated, and test users will have to give explicit consent on the use of their feedback. The information on 

the consent forms will state clearly which data will be stored for which purpose and for how long (For 
details see the Annex in D1.3 Data Management Plan). 

2.1 QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 

As user acceptance and perceived satisfaction or utility can be measured only to a limited extent, the main 

focus of user experience evaluation will focus on qualitative methods. After a quick introduction into the 

core aims of the project, users will either be invited to watch the content to be evaluated or, preferably, to 

interact with an application hands on. Here it is important that the introduction does not explain the 

expected procedures in too much detail, in order to evaluate how intuitive certain actions are and if the 

users can be expected to find out themselves. Certainly, this is an aspect that needs to be decided 

individually per test. The introduction of touchscreens with smart features like pinch-to-zoom would not 

have been successful without some introductory videos/tutorials or other means of campaigning such an 

innovative feature. 

Ideally, test users will be asked to use the application under evaluation while informed experts will observe 

silently and only support test users when they come to a blocking point where they would be unable to 

proceed. Test users will have been asked to speak their thoughts (Thinking Aloud-Method) [LEWIS] while 

using the application, i.e. they will be encouraged to formulate what they think they are expected to do 

next and to foretell what they expect to happen after they have performed this action.  This often provides 

very helpful insights into flaws and weaknesses of user experience and user interface design as well as 

expectations that may not have been foreseen. 

In addition to that, the test will be evaluated with a pre-defined questionnaire which contains some general 

questions on statistics (age, gender, computer/media literacy) plus dedicated questions on the features of 

the application under evaluation. These questions will mainly offer scales (most commonly Likert scales 

[LIKERT]) in which test users are asked to select options, e.g. how likely it would be that they recommend 

this application to their friends. Another option which especially supports creative exchange and utilises 

crowd intelligence is to put open questions where test users are encouraged to elaborate what they  would 

have expected or give them time and space to share ideas in which other ways the aspect in question could 

have been handled. 

While Likert scales support numerical “calculation” and very useful visualisation of results, open questions 
are more suitable for textual summaries, preferably with quotes of outstanding comments.  

2.2 USER RECRUITMENT 

The term ‘audience’ relates to consumers, i.e. future users of interactive videos produced with the 

Hyper360 toolset. It does not include professional users of the toolset which the project partners labelled 

as ‘content creators’. Their feedback on the usability and suitability of the tools and production workflows 
will be assessed in T7.3 and documented in two iterative Pilot Reports (D7.2) in April 2019 and July 2020. 

Test users will be recruited from the user pools which the broadcaster partners have established in the 

past. From these pools users are selected according to their skills and socio-demographic backgrounds, 
ensuring that the test sample will cover the relevant target groups and various skill levels. 
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The user pools hold names and contact data of people who signalled interest in being invited to user tests . 

These names have been collected on different occasions: for general interest applications RBB and RTI 

asked visitors at their booths wherever they presented their work on media innovation and invited them to 

leave their contact data.  

All users that had agreed to their data being stored for the purpose of user testing were contacted again in 

May 2019 to confirm their informed consent once more. Once a year all users are asked to update their 
database entries and to renew their consent. 

As soon as the innovation teams at RBB and RTI are looking for test users, the database is being checked 

according to relevant categories, such as the user’s experience with certain technologies and devices or 

specific interests or needs they may have. One specific case is RBB’s database for test users with 

impairments, like hearing disabilities (hard of hearing/deaf) or visual impairments (blind/special contrast 

requirements/ colour-blindness, etc.). Whenever applications or tests focus on users with these special 

needs, RBB’S team contacts people with the relevant categories selected and, in case of need, collaborate 
with Berlin’s and Brandenburg’s associations for these groups to help find more test users.  

RBB’s Hyper360 team intends to collaborate with the team of the ImAc (Immersive Accessibility) project 

which focuses especially on the potential specific barriers that may arise from the new opportunities in VR 

and 360° Video: At the time this deliverable is being written, the nature and exact procedures of this 
collaboration are being discussed. They will be documented in D7.4 and/or D7.5 respectively.  

2.3 RELEVANT LITERATURE 

The WP7 partners have examined several scientific and commercial resources detailing different protocols, 

mechanisms and indicators on user evaluation and audience assessment. The assessment framework 

detailed in Section 3 and Annexes of this document was populated taking into consideration relevant 

usability, QoE, engagement and other relevant aspects in the design of engaging, satisfactory, immersive, 

individualised User Experiences. 

Bargas-Avila, J.A. and Hornbæk, K. Old wine in new bottles or novel challenges: a critical analysis of 

empirical studies of user experience. Proceedings of the 2011 annual conference on Human factors in 
computing systems, ACM (2011), 2689–2698. 

Chuttur, M. Overview of the Technology Acceptance Model: Origins, Developments and Future Directions. 
2009. http://sprouts.aisnet.org/9-37/. 

Fuchsberger, V., Moser, C., and Tscheligi, M. Values in Action (ViA): Combining Usability, User Experience 

and User Acceptance. CHI ’12 Extended Abstracts on Human Factors in Computing Systems, ACM (2012), 
1793–1798. 

Hassenzahl, M. The Interplay of Beauty, Goodness, and Usability in Interactive Products. Hum.-Comput. 
Interact. 19, 4 (2008), 319–349. 

Hassenzahl, M., Burmester, M., & Koller, F. (2003). AttrakDiff: Ein Fragebogen zur Messung 

wahrgenommener hedonischer und pragmatischer Qualität. In J.Ziegler & G. Szwillus (Eds.), Mensch & 
Computer 2003. Interaktion in Bewegung (pp. 187–196). Stuttgart, Leipzig: B.G. Teubner. 

Knijnenburg, B.P., Willemsen, M.C., Gantner, Z., Soncu, H., and Newell, C. Explaining the user experience of 
recommender systems. User Modeling and User-Adapted Interaction 22, 4-5 (2012), 441–504. 

http://sprouts.aisnet.org/9-37/
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Kujala, S. and Miron-Shatz, T. Emotions, Experiences and Usability in Real -life Mobile Phone Use. 
Proceedings of the SIGCHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems, ACM (2013), 1061–1070. 

Laugwitz, B., Schrepp, M. & Held, T. (2008). Construction and evaluation of a user experience 
questionnaire. In: Holzinger, A. (Ed.): USAB 2008, LNCS 5298, S. 63-76. 

Lewis, C. H. (1982). Using the "Thinking Aloud" Method In Cognitive Interface Design (Technical report). 

IBM. RC-9265. 

Likert, R. (1932). A Technique for the Measurement of Attitudes. Archives of Psychology, 140, 1–55. 

3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

In addition to but largely independent from the technical validation of individual components or the 

integrated toolset, the audience assessment efforts will focus on the consumers’ reception and reactions 

towards the prototypes and pilot applications developed with the Hyper360 Toolset. User acceptance and 

satisfaction is the main motivation for developing and constantly improving appealing consumer 

applications, as the toolset will only be attractive and relevant to business customers, if its output will 
generate significant added value to their customers, the consumers.  

As the Hyper360 Toolset covers many aspects that can influence and improve the quality and relevance of 

an interactive 360 video experience, there will be several areas to be assessed. The following sub-chapters 

will give an overview of the aspects on which the responsible partners expect research results from the 
audience assessment phases.  

The (draft) questionnaire in Annex 1 aims to give an idea of the style in which the questions will be put. The 

final version of the questionnaire may contain a different set of questions depending on the status of the 

applications and prototypes at the time of the user tests. Furthermore, there will be slight differences 

between the questionnaires used at Mediaset (RTI) and at RBB as the two will offer different pilot 
applications and will therefore have different aims and examples.  

Before these individual topic sections will be tackled, each test user will receive a basic overview of the 

project’s objectives and target outcomes. At RBB the focus will be put more on journalistic aims, while at 
RTI the focus will be on advertising. 

3.1 INTERACTIVE 360  APPLICATIONS  

Test users will actively use the interactive applications after a very short introduction. The main part of the 

questionnaire will focus on whether they liked the quality and appearance of the app and the video and 

whether they perceived an added value in the user experience compared with journalistic or advertising 
formats that they know. The set of questions can be found in the questionnaire in Annex 1.  

3.2 USER EXPERIENCE 

The Hyper360 Toolset will enable the creation and production of innovative interactive 360 experiences for 

a variety of devices, such as web browsers (laptop/PC), mobile applications (smartphones/tablets), 

potentially HMD like Oculus Rift, Oculus Go, HTC Vive, and HbbTV applications (TV set with Remote 

Control). This remarkable variety of devices and the corresponding control mechanisms will also enable a 

variety of user experiences. Especially for developing business concepts, it will be interesting and important 
to evaluate which experiences were preferred and, if possible, for which reasons.  
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Beyond the choice of target devices, also the choice of content will play an important role for the success of 

any application or service on the market. Therefore, another strand of audience assessment will focus on 
user acceptance with respect to the contents of the pilot applications.  

3.3 3D  MENTOR 

The 3D Mentor concept includes fusing 3D CGI instantiations in 360 videos. Depending on the background 

story but also on the capabilities and constraints of the technology, such a combined visualisation may 
evoke different reaction. 

Important questions will be, 

 Whether the 3D personae merged well with the 360 video 

 Whether the appearance gives a realistic impression  

 Whether the combination of 3D CGI and 360 video supports or limits the immersion of the content 

(from a visual point of view) 

 Whether the perceived immersion differs between devices, comparing HMDs with browser or 
mobile applications 

As the Mentor concept is not merely a technological issue, but rather offers new ways of content 
presentation and potentially also of user interaction, audience assessment will have to clarify,  

 If the individualisation approach using the 3D Mentor brings an added value to the audie nce 

 If the use of a Mentor actually increases the immersion from a storytelling point of view, in other 
words whether the Mentor helps to increase the feeling of being there AND not being alone.  

3.4 AUTOMATIC CAMERA PATH 

The Automatic Camera Path aims to offer an automated edition of relevant views, so that the user can 

experience the most interesting parts of a 360° video without looking around, in a 2D extraction.  

To assess the quality of this extracted 2D edition, the test user first views the whole 360° video with the 

player, preferably twice in order to explore more of the 360° video. The viewer should navigate freely by 

him-/herself, in order to capture the interesting parts (in time and space) of the video.  No instructions are 

given to him/her on which areas to focus. 

After that the test user views the extracted 2D video generated automatically by the ACP component ‘lean-
back’, without any possibility to navigate, before the questions are asked. 

3.5 PERSONALISATION AND RECOMMENDATION  

In order to evaluate the acceptance and potential added values of personalisation and recommendation, 

test users will be asked to compare two experiences, one with recommendations and one without any 

guidance. The perceived advantages and disadvantages will be assessed with a set of dedicated questions 
as in Annex 1. 

One of the difficulties here is that users can hardly assess the advantage, unless they know the alternative 

options. E.g., if a service recommends certain links, the user would have to know which other 

recommendations would have been possible, in order to assess, whether the recommendation suited 

his/her preferences best. To this end a comparison with an overview of all options, i.e. without highlighting 
or filtering will be useful. 
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The co-dependence of components that lead ultimately to the recommendation result, i.e. starting from 

the accurate semantic interpretation of content, via the crucial task of faithfully learning user preferences, 

ending with the appropriate decision-making based on the aforementioned information about which 

content to recommend, makes it difficult in the end to evaluate how to improve this situation, if users 
should ask for it. 

4 SCHEDULE 

The project plan foresees two audience assessment phases, one in May-June 2019 and a second in the final 

months of the project, in August and September 2020. Both pre-scheduled phases will result in deliverables 

which document and evaluate focused assessment tests. In addition to the main assessment phases, 

applications will be presented on relevant events, like  IFA (Berlin, annual event), VR Conference (Berlin, 

annual event), HbbTV Symposium (varying locations, annual event), IBC (Amsterdam, annual event), etc. At 

these events the project teams will ask visitors for feedback, probably in a mixture of a Thinking Aloud 

Protocol and a shortened questionnaire. Such inputs can add valuable information and provide additional 
feedback into the development cycles in between the two major assessment phases.  
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ANNEX 1  – (DRAFT QUESTIONNAIRE FOR USER TESTS PHASE 1) 

1 STATISTICS 

Please share some general information with us, solely for statistical purposes, e.g. to find out 
which features are especially attractive for which target group. One example could be the question, 
whether the use of Headsets is particularly attractive for younger users or equally (un)attractive for 
all age groups. 
 

 Age: 
 Gender: 

2 INTRODUCTORY QUESTIONS 

1. How often do you use the following devices? 
 

Never Once Less 
than  

5 times 

More 
than  

5 times 
Web browser (PC/Mac) 

00    

On a smartphone 
    

On a smartphone using  a headset (cardboard viewer, Samsung Gear VR, Google 
Daydream, Oculus Go) 

    

On a Head-mounted device (Goggles like HTC Vive, Oculus Rift)  
    

On a TV set (HbbTV) 
    

 

2. How often have you used interactive 360° videos?  
 

Never Once Less 
than  

5 times 

More 
than  

5 

times 
Altogether 

    

In a web browser 
    

On a smartphone 
    

On a smartphone using  a headset (cardboard viewer, Samsung Gear VR, Google 

Daydream, Oculus Go) 

    

On a Head-mounted device (Goggles like HTC Vive, Oculus Rift)  
    

On a TV set (HbbTV) 
    

 

3. How much do you like the idea of a 360 interactive advertising/immersive journalism scenario? 
(1 not at all - 10 I love it) 

 

Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 
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4. Do you think that the use of 360° video content on a TV set (using the Remote Control for 
navigation) will be appealing? 

 

Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 

3 USABILITY 

After using the various available test prototypes, users will be asked to give their opinions 
individual and separate questions for browser/mobile/HMD/TV 
 

5. How user friendly was the application on the web browser? 
 

Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 
 

Please explain 
 

 

 
6. How user friendly was the application on the smartphone? 
 

Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 
 

Please explain 
 

 

 
7. How user friendly was the application on the goggles (headset/HMD)? 
 

Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 
 

Please explain 
 

 

 
8. How user friendly was the application on the TV screen (with Remote Control)? 
 

Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 
 

Please explain 
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9. How easy was it to identify the hotspots/points of interactivity? 
 

Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 
 
10. How intuitive was the use of these hotspots; in other words: was it always clear what you were 

expected to do to trigger an action? 
 

Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 
 

4 PERFORMANCE 

11. How satisfied were you with the loading time of the video(s)? 
 

Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 
 
12. How satisfied were you with the loading time of the links and external pages? 
 

Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 
 

5 USER EXPERIENCE 

13. How much does the content engage and motivate you to discover the different interactive 
elements? 

 
Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 
 
14. To what extent did you find the number of hotspots appropriate? 

 
Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 
 

15. Did you feel the video was too long? 
 

Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 
 
16. How much did you like the image quality of the video (smoothness, latency, definition of 

video)? 
 
Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 
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17. Was there a disturbing element? If so, what was it?  
Please elaborate 
 
 

 

 

18. How did you like the 3D video impersonations? 
 

Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 
 
19. What did you particularly like/dislike about it? 
 
 

 

 
 

6 CONCEPT 

20. How much do you like the idea of a 360 interactive advertising/immersive journalism scenario? 
 
Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 
 

21. Did you find the use of 360° video content on a TV set appealing? 
 
Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 
 

22. Does the experience include all of the functionality that you would expect? Is anything obvious 
missing? 

 
Please explain 
 

 

 

23. How likely is it that you would recommend the use of this app to a friend, if the app was 
 

a) In a web browser 

Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 
 

b) On a smartphone 

Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 
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c) On a headset 

Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 
 

d) On TV 

Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 
 

7 PERSONALISATION AND RECOMMENDATION 

24. Compared with the 'un-personalised experience' (actual name of experience, e.g. crime scene 
experience) did you find the 'personalised experience' (actual name, e.g. Fontane experience) 
more engaging? Please assess regardless of your personal liking towards the video's topic, 
but rather based on the extra personalised functionalities (e.g. personalised navigation, 
presentation, hyperlinks)? 

 
Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 
 
25. Compared with the 'un-personalised experience' (actual name of experience, e.g. crime scene 

experience) was the 'personalised experience' (actual name, e.g. Fontane experience) a more 
satisfactory viewing/content consumption experience? Please assess regardless of your 
personal liking towards the video's thematic, but rather based on the extra personalised 
functionalities 

 
Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 
 
 
26. Did the recommended items in the 'personalised experience' (actual name, e.g. Fontane 

experience), e.g. highlighted hotspots, hyperlinks, etc., suit your personal preferences over the 
thematic of the video? How much so? 

 
Not at all a little rather much very much 

0 1 2 3 4 
 
27. Do you have any further comments on this feature? 
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8 AUTOMATIC CAMERA PATH 

28. Give an overall rating of the experience viewing the  ACP-generated video, compared with the 
experience when navigating manually.  

1 … Experience viewing the ACP-generated is much worse than experience when navigating manually 
3 … Both have the same viewing experience  
5 … Experience viewing the ACP-generated is much better than experience when navigating manually 
 

ACP is much 
worse 

Worse Both are the 
same 

better ACP is much 
better 

1 2 3 4 5 

 

29. Did the ACP-generated video cover all the interesting parts (in time and space) of the original 

360° video? (1 … not at all, 3 … many of the parts, 5 … all parts) 
 
Not at all Few parts Many parts Most parts All parts 

0 1 2 3 4 
 

30. How was the quality of the cropping of the main subject(s) in the ACP-generated video? (“bad” 
= important parts of the main subjects were cropped significantly - or too much unimportant 
background content was visible) 
 

Bad Mediocre Okay Very good Perfect  

0 1 2 3 4 
 

31. Please assess the length of the shots of the ACP-generated video 
 

Far too short Important parts 
missing 

Perfect Longer than 
necessary 

Far too long 

0 1 2 3 4 
 

32. Please assess the quality of the camera movement (pans, zooms) of the ACP-generated video 
 

Too slow or too 
few 

 Perfect  Too quick or too 
many 

0 1 2 3 4 
 

33. Please assess the smoothness of the camera path of the ACP-generated video 
 

Very shaky Somewhat shaky Medium Rather smooth Very smooth 

0 1 2 3 4 
 

34. Do you have any further comments on this feature? 
 

 

 


